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KS-044 9'' Baby Wall Plate
With the same plate size and function as 
baby wall plate , but with welded 9’’ long 5/8’’ 
baby stud.

KS-046 3" Baby Wall Plate
With the same plate size and function as 
baby wall plate , but with welded 3’’ long  5/8’’ 
baby stud.

KS-045 6'' Baby Wall Plate
With the same plate size and function as 
baby wall plate , but with welded 6” long  5/8’’ 
baby stud.

KS-043 Right Angle Baby Wall Plate
3 X 5’’ (9X5 cm) plate welded with a right angle 
5/8’’ baby stud. 8 anchor points are for nail or 
screws giving options for mounting anywhere. 
May be used on a wall, ceiling, or an apple box 
where there is not easy to set up a lighting stand 
or boom arm. 

KS-057 Offset Baby Wall Plate
With the same plate size and function as baby 
wall plate , but with welded 9" long post with 2 
Baby (5/8") mounting studs for fixtures.  

KS-074 Long Double Stud-5/8’’
4.9’’ long double 5/8’’ baby stud designed to 
connect a light to Convi clamp or an arm with 
a grip head. 

KS-076 5/8’’Stud with 1/4’’-20’’ Female Thread
3.5 inch long 5/8’’ baby stud with 1/4’’ -20 
female thread which is designed to mount a 
stud on your tripod or anything with a 1/4-20" 
thread.

KS-047 Baby Receiver Plate
With the same plate size and function as baby 
wall plate , but welded with a 5/8’’ baby receiver. 
Great tool to mount a lighting fixture or grip 
accessories to a wall. A reserve mounting to a 
baby stand directly or take off the knob for access 
into junior receiver used as platform for monitor, 
speaker or lighting fixture.   

 

KS-048 Junior Wall plate
With the same plate size and function as 
baby wall plate, but welded with a 4’’ long 1-1/8’’ 
junior receiver for a larger lightings. 

KS-053 Adapter for thread 3/8’’-16 to 1/4’’-20
Made to convert 3/8"-16 thread for 1/4"-20 
screw and set for 5.
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KS-060
Locking adapter for 5/8" light stand 
allows vertical or horizontal mounting 
of a light fixture, flash, or camera that 
has a 1/4"-20 threaded receptor.

KS-070 
Female Adapter 16 to 17mm. This is an 
aluminum female to female adapter. Used 
to converts a converts 5/8" male light stand 
top to a to 17mm female socket or to obtain 
a 17 mm female attachment from 16 mm 
spigot. 

KS-034
Solid steel 28mm TV spigot tapped 
for M10 screw with washer, ideal for 
mounting lighting fixture directly on 
to stands or any TV clamps with 
28mm receiver. 

KS-030 
28mm steel spigot with M10 thread 
and wing nut, attaches it to lighting 
yoke then fits into standard lighting 
stand with 28mm receiver. 

KS-032
28mm steel spigot with M12 thread 
and wing nut, attaches it to lighting 
yoke then fits into standard lighting 
stand with 28mm receiver. 

KS-040
28mm steel spigot with a 12cm round 
mounting plate fits into standard lighting 
stands or to convert a 28mm receiver to 
a M10 thread with wing nut. 

KS-062
Locking adapter for 5/8" light stand 
allows vertical or horizontal mounting 
of a light fixture, flash, or camera that 
has a 3/8"-16 threaded receptor.

KS-090 TVMP Adapter
The TV to Motion Picture adapter is 
designed to attach on the yoke of 
lighting fixture that can be mounted 
the stand or fitting into a junior receiver 
of clamp rigged on the truss. 

KS-071 Double Baby Receiver Adapter
5/8" (16mm) to 5/8" (16mm) female adapter 
made by Chrome plated steel with welded 
boss for long-lasting operation of the knob. 

KS-042
28mm steel spigot with a 12cm round 
mounting plate fits into standard lighting 
stands or to convert a 28mm receiver to 
a M12 thread with wing nut. 

clamp rigged on the truss.

boss for long-lasting operation of the

KS 042
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KS-029 Monitor Adapter
(Plate: 75 mm x 75 mm)

KS-080 Ball Race Spigot M10
A rotating 28mm spigot with M10 screw 
attached. Use this to make a lighting fixture 
into a follow spot. The smooth panning 
action is assured by roller bearing inside 
and a locking knob to control the position.

KS-082 Ball Race Spigot M12
A rotating 28mm spigot with M12 screw attached. 
Use this to make a lighting fixture into a follow 
spot. The smooth panning action is assured by 
roller bearing inside and a locking knob to control 
the position.

KS-049 Scraper
It is very handy for unusual placements. The 1.1 mm thin metal plate for easily jamming into the seams 
between the door and wall, under a set of books on a bookshelf, held with a sandbag, clamped to a 
ladder step, in a rock crack, etc. The embossed neck of 16mm baby stud fixed on the plate also 
designed for firmly hanging small lighting fixture. Additional three anchor points for the screws and 
nails fixed on the woodenware or ground.  

KD-M01P LCD Monitor Arm
Max. Load: 8 KG; Clamping Tube: Dia. 40 ~ 52mm
Mounting Plate:  75 x 75 & 100 x 100 mm

KS-088 MONITOR ARM W/ HEX BABY PIN
With the same structure as KS-308 but designed for connecting a LCD monitor with Convi clamp by the 
knurled neck of hex baby pin equipped in the end of arm. Max loading weight: 8 KG

KS-308 MONITOR ARM W/ BABY RECEIVER
Features a baby receiver which can mount with LCD monitor on stand top or any mounting accessories 
with baby pin. The two angle adjustable levers are easy for slight pan/ tile movement. VESA standard 
mount point 75 x 75 mm are drilled on the square black metal panel and 100 x 100 mm is also available 
when fitted the standard accessory. Max loading weight: 8 KG

100 x 100 mm panel is included

100 x 100 mm panel is included
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KS-200 Junior to Baby Adapter
This adapter converts 1-1/8” female receiver 
to 5/8” male stud. Well construction from solid 
steel with chrome plated. Very helpful to fits 
into a heavy duty light stands and T.V. clamps 
or turtle base C stand to mount standard studio 
flash or video lighting fixtures.

KCP-340 Baby Plate w/EZ Grip Finger
The square plate attached to the ball 
joint pivots from -45° to 90° while the 
collar rotates 360° incorporated another 
5/8” pin. (Plate size: 15cm x 9cm)

KCP-400
Aluminum casting clamp with 5/8” 
baby receiver for attaching to 35x35mm 
square pipe. 

KCP-420 
Aluminum casting clamp with 5/8” baby 
stud for attaching to 35x35mm square pipe. 

KCP-330 Tiny Clamp
Steel tiny clamp is ideal for clamping 
round tube from 2mm to 16mm. 
Thumbscrew and 1/4” male thread with 
locking ring for mounting a camera, radio 
transmitter and lightweight accessories.

KD-CM16P
Designed for mounting a small light 
instrument from a drop ceiling frame 
with the 5/8” (Baby) stud.

KD-CF16P
The same function as KD-CM16P 
but with 5/8’’ ( Baby) receiver.

uare pipe. 

CF16P KD-CM16P

KCP-320 EZ Grip Twins
The 5/8” attached to the ball joint pivots 
from -45° to 90° while the collar rotates 
360° incorporated a 5/8” pin.

KCP-310 EZ Grip Finger
The 16mm socket (inside) or 28mm 
(outside) attached to the ball joint 
pivots from -45° to 90° while the collar 
rotates 360° incorporated a 5/8” pin.
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